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OPR Context
Public Process
Key Public Concerns
Mapping Revisions
Policy Revisions
What does it mean to have a property in the NHS?
Next Steps

• A new Growth Plan 2017 was released by the Province in
May 2017

• As result of the need for revisions to conform with the
Growth Plan, the decision to increase consultation for
the NHS and the upcoming municipal election, the
OPR project timeline and scope was extended:
- Phase 1: Natural Heritage System [COMPLETE]
- Phase 2: Growth Plan 2017

• The new OPR timeline anticipates Council approval in
May 2019

• Significant work was undertaken to increase public
education & information sharing around the NHS
• Goal was to ensure that all members of the public could
effectively participate in the process and to enhance
transparency
• Four documents were prepared and publicly released:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Frequently Asked Questions
Methodology and Approach
‘Why A Natural Heritage System’ information sheet
Frequently Asked Questions Addendum

Approximately

800 Notices
sent to affected
property owners,
plus:
-

Midland Mirror
Electronic board
Social media
Website
Email blast

1 Public
Information
Meeting
- Display boards
- Detailed
presentation on
methodology,
Provincial
requirements and
proposed policies
- Q & A period with
project team

40 Individual
Meetings
- Opportunity for
comments/
questions regarding
individual
properties
- Provided better
understanding NHS
in context of
existing properties
and uses

6 Site Visits
- To address
concerns that
the NHS
mapping
inaccurately
identified
natural heritage
features

- Impacts on existing vacant lots of
record

- Why seemingly minor natural features
are included

- The expense and time needed for
an EIS and the planning approvals
process, generally

- The extent of “adjacent lands” and what
the term implies

- The potential complications with
landscaping, shoreline alteration,
woodlot management

- The protection of existing development
rights

- The potential impact on lot creation
- Inaccuracies/lack of mapping
refinement for the NHS

- The impacts to existing buildings

- Recognition of previous EIS work

• As a result of the public process, the project team made 7
revisions to the NHS mapping, recognizing:
- Previous EIS work completed for planned development
- Significant inaccuracies

• Properties with existing development approvals
remain in the NHS, but are indicated with an overlay to
direct readers to specific policies
• New policy wording specifies that further mapping
refinements will occur at the Zoning By-law conformity
exercise stage

• Establishing the NHS as a Site Plan Control Area, ensuring that a
proposed building envelope is in the least intrusive location - may
require:
- Preparation of an EIS/scoped EIS, and/or
- Species at Risk Screening/Evaluation

• The development rights for vacant existing lots of record will
be respected, subject to the Site Plan Approval process

• Identifying where Site Plan Control approval in the NHS may be
delegated to Staff

• More clarity is provided with respect to scoping EIS requirements
for different types of applications
• Defining “minor development” for the purposes of a scoped EIS
• Adding woodlot management as a permitted use in the NHS
• Clarifying the role that “other natural heritage features” play as
potential habitat for species at risk

• Strengthening the wording and raising the profile of the Ontario
Species at Risk Act to improve the transparency of legislative
requirements

• Identifying the potential for future site alteration guidelines
• Adding the definition of “adjacent lands” from the MNRF Natural
Heritage Reference Manual (distance from various features)
• Identifying provisions for where a 30 metre ecological buffer for
watercourses is not possible within the Built Boundary
• Recognizing properties with existing development approvals
through site specific policies
• Editorial revisions to improve readability, clarity and ensure logical
flow

• It means that the natural features on the property are
important for supporting Midland as a healthy and liveable
community
• If the property is currently being used legally, and the
intent is to continue with that use, there will be no impact
• The NHS will principally have an impact on property
owners who wish to develop their property, or introduce a
new use – with the goal of protecting Midland’s natural
heritage features for the long term

• Evaluate required revisions in response to Growth Plan
2017
• Meetings with Steering Committee and Simcoe County
• Public Information Meeting targeted for Spring 2018
• Council presentation will conclude Pause Phase 2
• Subsequent public events will follow the municipal election
PDCC Presentation
February 2018

Internal Work
re: Growth Plan
Winter 2018

Steering Committee
& County Meetings

Public Information
Meeting
Spring 2018

Municipal Election
October 2018

